INTRODUCTION
The most part of the real dynamical systems are under control of the influence of the permanent random perturbations. This circumstance burdens a lot of the possibilities of their models' quantitative analysis. Investigating asymptotic of the dynamical systems we should face the special difficulties in the given situation. Very often the describing models of the dynamical systems are complicated mathematical objects and therefore they are researched like asymptotic methods of the theory of the dynamical systems. Mainly methods such as Lyapunov method, limit theorems of the probability theory, asymptotic methods of the nonlinear oscillations theory and others are used. The basic model of the description of the system subordinated to random perturbations is random process, often -Markov process. The above-mentioned class of processes is introduced by Kolmogorov to describe dynamical systems which are under the influence of independent random perturbations occurring at different time moments. He also offered an analytical technique for the research of Markov processes -differential equations for the transition probabilities of the process.
The idea of getting of the Markov process from the dynamical system which is under control of the random influence was carried out by N. Bogolyubov and N. Krylov and further it was developed by I. Gihman. 
It is well known [2] that equation (2) defines in the space a strong continuous semigroup with infinitesimal operator given for sufficiently smooth function by 
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The spectrum of this operator is given by where .
If and the generative equation is on the border of stability and some preliminary preparation is necessary in order to obtain the resulting averaged equation.
We will refer to the spectral subspace of the operator corresponding to as the critical subspace and to the solutions of (2) lying in the critical subspace as the critical solutions. One has to note that the selection of the first linear term in the right hand part of equation (1) can be done somewhat arbitrarily. One can add any arbitrary linear continuous mapping to the linear part to (1) and subtract it from the second term. Using this arbitrariness and taking into consideration that the set consists of the finite number of points [2] , it may be assumed that the selection of the terms in the right hand part of (1) has been done in such a manner that .
One can apply the projective operator 0 P not only on any continuous vector-function , but also on any vector-or matrix-valued measurable function. Primarily one needs to rewrite equation (1) in the operator form [2, 8] (3)
where the matrix-valued function is defined by the equality and is the n n identity matrix. Thereafter one must define the spectral projective operator corresponding to . We will use its integral representation for that [4] in the form 
II. STABILITY THEOREMS
By analogy with the corresponding definition of [5] we will say that the trivial solution of the random equation (1) (6) is globally exponentially stable, then the trivial solution of the random equation (1) is exponentially stable in the large for all sufficiently small, positive  .
The proof is based on a projection in the critical subspace of the equation (3), transition to the slow time t    and applying the second Lyapunov method with a specially constructed Lyapunov functional as it has been done in [3] for equations with small Markov perturbations.
III. THE MODEL AND RESULTS

Discussing a mathematical model of an adaptive SamuelMarshall type single component market let us consider the equation
t dp where and denote, respectively, dependence of demand and supply on price .
To control a price at the time moment t a manufacturer can use a supplied quantity S(p(t)), but to enter the market he/she needs some time (t), which may also be a stochastic process. Therefore a manufacturer is entering the market at the moments of time t and thus he/she has a delayed reaction because he/she is guided by the price at the moment of time t -(t). As a result, the supply depends on the price p(t-(t)). The demand at the time t instantaneously affects the price value, i.e., D(p(t)). Like in the classical Samuelson model we will suppose equilibrium to be reached due to an adaptive price dynamical property: the price movement p
(t + ) -p(t) is proportional to difference D(p(t))-S(p(t-)).
Our model supposes that a producer, having at his disposal resources to react on the increase in price, heightens supply immediately. In the opposite case the reaction is delayed by time , necessary for production or transportation of goods. 
To obtain the form useful for the averaging procedure we introduce operators:
That produces the equation in the space of continuous functions, :
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